
ROARING FORTIES™
AUSTRALIAN MADE LIFE RAFTS, LIFE JACKETS & PERSONAL FLOTATION DEVICES
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PFD TYPE 1
AS 1512

ROARING FORTIES™ SMA1060 is Australian Standards Approved 
as a 150 Newtons PFD. It is also approved as a coastal lifejacket 
by Marine Safety Victoria. 

With the new marine regulations, it's more important than ever 
you have the most comfortable PFD 1 around for constant use. 
SMA1060 is so lightweight (750g) and noncumbersome you'll 
almost forget it is there.

It is important to note that ROARING FORTIES™ SMA1060 is 
modular in that it can be varied & be incorporated with other 
attachments to form a life saving system.

SMA1060 is inflated pulling the tag downwards This will then 
activate the 33g co2 disposable cylinder& the bladder will 
inflate. It has also a mouth tube for inflate & deflate activity. This 
PFD comes with a whistle and solas approved reflective tapes. 
Light is optional.

ROARING FORTIES™ SMA1060 valise is available in different 
colours depending on the type of activity you are 
engaged in.   ROARING FORTIES™  PFDs do offer you a choice. It 
also caters for customers who are Left Handed. 

The other critical aspect of SMA1060 is that it is service & repair 
friendly.  As Safety Marine Australia is locally based in Melbourne, 
we can provide you with the technical support. For interstate 
customers, we do have a network of service agents who can 
offer you the same assistance if required. 

For commercial users, we can incorporate your corporation's 
logo onto the valise if there is a need.

SMA1060 series Inflatable PFD Type 1 (150 N)

SPECIAL FEATURES

- Comfortable and Durable 
- Designed to float an unconscious person to a safe position
   with the head angled at 45º upwards in the water 
- Freeboard of > 120mm 
- Collar adjustment buckle strap 
- Able to withstand 10 psi of pressure 
- Can withstand 200,000 flex cycles without physical
   impairment 
- Reliable & Durable 
- Light weight 
- Has a Grab Handle 

The Inflatable bladder is manufactured from high quality fabric (radio-frequency- welded yellow polyurethane 
coated nylon oxford buoyancy fabric) and inflation via a combined CO2 inflation manifold and oral inflation tube. 
As mentioned above, the fabric is able to withstand 200,000 flex cycles without any physical damage.

- Both Manual (inflation on pulling cord) & Automatic (inflation on contact with water) jackets are available. 
- Standard location aids in the form of SOLAS retro-reflective and a whistle are fitted in convenient locations on the 
inflated bladder. 

The valise is manufactured from 420 dernier-woven-nylon with a hook and a loop closure. 

- 38mm waist belt with a side release buckle and 25mm back strap with step lock adjuster. 
- Donning the inflatable PFD is simple and easy with donning instructions sewn onto the valise. 
- The valise sits higher up against the chest to facilitate more movement and comfort. 

Also Available in other colours
 OLIVE GREEN,    BLACK,    OZ CAMOUFLAGE

Optional:

- Daniamant Rescue DAN W2 Lifejacket Light
- Detachable Crutch Strap
- Personal Locator Beacon (PLB)
- Spray Hood

Service Intervals:

- Every 12 Months or After Operation


